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XAFS measurements ~LURE and NSLS! of Se12x Tex glasses have been carried out on both the Se and Te
K edges at low and room temperatures. Using a multishell best-fit analysis procedure, we have reconstructed
the Se and Te local environment: first-shell intrachain nearest neighbors (Se-Se1 , Se-Te1 , Te-Se1 , and
Te-Te1 ). We conclude that the intrachain chemical order ~preferential of Se-Te pairs! increases with Te content
in the glasses. On the other hand, we suggest a random distribution of Se and Te atoms between the chains. The
thermal disorder dominates for the first-shell pairs Se-Se1 , Se-Te1 (Te-Se1 ), and Te-Te1 pairs. The obtained
results provide insight on intrachain structure as well as on the structural and thermal disorder of mixed
Se12x Tex glasses. @S0163-1829~98!05934-7#

I. INTRODUCTION

The structure of the noncrystalline Se12x Tex system has
been extensively studied in amorphous (a, evaporated thin
films!, vitreous (g, glasses!, and liquid (l, liquids! states
using a variety of structural and spectroscopic methods: xray and neutron scattering,1–6 x-ray-absorption fine-structure
~XAFS! techniques,7–12 Mössbauer spectroscopy,13 vibrational
spectroscopy,14–19
and
inelastic
neutron
scattering,20–22 as well as by molecular-dynamics
simulations.23–25
Under normal pressure and temperature crystalline selenium exists in five modifications. Depending on the position
taken by the fifth covalent linked atom, it may exist in either
helical chains ~trigonal t-Se), Se8 rings ( a -, b -, g -Se
monoclinic forms!, or Se6 rings ~rhombohedral form!, which
may be built if this fifth atom is placed in a cis or trans
position.26,27 On the other hand, the crystalline tellurium exists only in the trigonal form with helical chains (t-Te). 26 Se
and Te are completely miscible in each other in the liquid
and solid states and form an isomorphous system ~see, for
example, a summary of the thermodynamics properties of
Se12x Tex system!.28 A vitreous phase is obtained by water
quenching of selenium-rich Se12x Tex liquids ~below 50at. % Te!,29 while by vapor deposition an amorphous ~up to
50-at. % Te! or a partially microcrystalline structure ~50–60at. % Te! of Se12x Tex are produced.30 It was early recognized that the local order of amorphous and liquid Se12x Tex
systems are very similar in the selenium-rich range.4,5
0163-1829/98/58~10!/6104~11!/$15.00
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The early neutron and x-ray-scattering experiments have
been described by the slightly distorted helix chain1 or by the
slightly distorted Se8 rings2 microcrystalline models. For
many years amorphous Se and Se12x Tex were assumed to
involve an equilibrium between chain and ring forms.14,15
With increasing availability of experimental data, however, it
has become apparent that the ring form does not occur in an
amorphous state in appreciable numbers, and the structure of
a-Se could be viewed as infinite chains incorporating ringlike and helixlike fragments16–19 or as a nearly free rotating
chain ~NFRC!.3–6 Note that the amorphous Se and the highly
viscous liquid Se at the melting point are believed to consist
of a chain of 104 2106 atoms.31,32 Moreover, recent work
indicates a variety of defect structures being present.33–37
Hohl and Jones23 have given wide coverage of the structural models of pure amorphous and liquid selenium. At normal conditions the intrachain structure of a-Se and l-Se, as
well as Se12x Tex mixture in the selenium-rich range, can be
described by random chain models,3–6,16–19,33,34 with nearestneighbor distances (Se-Se1 ) intrachain (Se-Se1 -Se3 ) bond
angles ( u ) similar to those in the crystalline t-Se or a -Se,
and a distribution of dihedral angles ( g ) and phases. The
neutron and x-ray scattering experiments have been described by the NFRC model with a completely random distribution of dihedral angles ( g ). 3–6 While in the other model
based on x-ray photoemission spectroscopy, ultraviolet photoemission spectroscopy, and vibrational spectroscopy
data,17–19 the dihedral angle ( g ) has a fixed value ~as in t-Se
and a -Se) of about 100°, but the phase of dihedral angles in
6104
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any five-atom configuration varies in a random manner between the fixed phase of the helical chains of t-Se (11 or
22 helix chainlike sequence of phases! and the Se8 ring
molecule of a -Se (12 or 12 ringlike sequence of
phases!. Also, recent first-principles molecular-dynamics
simulations show relatively sharp distributions of the intrachain nearest-neighbor distances (Se-Se1 ) and intrachain
bond angles ( u ), but a wide distribution of the dihedral angle
( g ) of about 100° with equilibrium between chainlike (1
1 or 22) and ringlike (12 or 12) sequences to within
65%. 23,24
Despite its overall success in the description of local order
in amorphous and liquid selenium, much of information concerning two-body ~pair-correlation function!, three-body @intrachain Se-Se1 -Se3 bond-angle distribution A( u )], fourbody @intrachain dihedral angle distribution D( g )], and fivebody correlation functions is not directly available.23 The
situation is even more complicated, by the strong overlap of
intrachain and interchain contributions in the pair-correlation
functions. It is believed that the interchain (Se-Se2 ) neighbor
distance is substantially larger 2,23 ~3.6 Å! in the a-Se and
l-Se than in the t-Se crystal ~3.44 Å! and overlaps with the
intrachain (Se-Se3 ) distance ~3.7 Å!. During melting the
density of t-Se decreases by about 16%, and it is suggested
that the ratio of interchain to intrachain distances increases
from 1.44 to 1.57.38,39 The choice in two configurations ~helixlike and ringlike! may be remarkably correlated with the
rate of the interchain and intrachain force and the composition of the Se12x Tex . 15,40 Moreover, the Se12x Tex system
has quite anomalous thermodynamic properties in the liquid
and solid states.41,42,28,43 Therefore, interchain and intrachain
order study by XAFS technique is particularly interesting.
Many efforts have been devoted to obtaining by the
XAFS method the structural parameters of the first coordination shell of the Se12x Tex system.7–10 Nearest-neighbor distances, coordination numbers, and Debye-Waller ~DW! factors @mean-square relative displacement ~MSRD! of absorber
and backscatterer atoms# of Se12x Tex glasses, thin films, and
liquids have been studied.
However, relatively little is known about the distribution
of intrachain (Se-Se3 ) and interchain (Se-Se2 ) next-nearest
neighbors in pure and mixed Se12x Tex glasses from the previous XAFS studies. The intrachain (Se-Se3 ) single scattering ~SS! signal has been observed at 3.69 Å in the pure g-Se
glasses9 and at 3.61 Å in the isolated mixed chains in
mordenite,9 while quantitative results have not been given
for the g-Se12x Tex glasses.9,10 On the other hand, in the
crystalline t-Se, both next-nearest neighbors are described:
the interchain Se-Se2 at 3.37 Å and the intrachain Se-Se3 at
3.72 Å.9
We suggest that an assignment of intrachain and interchain peaks may be achieved by increasing the resolution of
experimental measurements and by constraining the data
analysis. The XAFS measurements on the Se and Te K
edges8–10 are generally more sensitive than the previous xray diffraction and neutron-scattering experiments,1–5 because of the higher values of momentum transfer 2k, k being the photoelectron wave vector, while the unavailability
of low-k data represents a drawback in structural investigations beyond the first three shells above 4 Å.
A complete XAFS data analysis ~Se and Te edges at low
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and room temperature! decreases the correlation between the
obtained coordination numbers and the DW factors and gives
selective ~Se and Te! information on local intrachain chemical ordering as well as on structural and thermal disorder. In
previous XAFS studies of vitreous and amorphous Se12x Tex
only partial XAFS data analysis has been done on the first
coordination shell. More complete XAFS study has been
done on liquid Se12x Tex mixtures but in a high-temperature
range.11
In this paper we present a complete XAFS study of the
first shell of Se12x Tex glasses: nearest-neighbor distances,
coordination numbers ~intrachain chemical ordering!, DW
factors @structural and thermal disorder on both the Se and
Te K edges at low ~80 K! and room temperatures#.
In a future paper will be presented a complete XAFS
study of second shells ~intrachain and interchain! of g-Se at
low ~26 and 80 K! and room temperatures and a partial ~only
Se K-edge data! XAFS study of second shells ~intrachain and
interchain! of Se12x Tex glasses at low temperature ~80 K!.
The obtained local environment built on random chain
model is compared with the existing structural models.
A detailed XAFS analysis of experimental data is carried
out by extended XAFS data analysis ~EDA! software
code.44–46 As it was shown recently by Ma et al.47 and
McKale et al.,48 phase shifts of heavy atoms like Te give
shorter distances than their crystallographic ones and large
threshold energy shifts. In the previous articles on Se12x Tex
mixtures9,10 the XAFS results have been analyzed using
McKale et al.’s phase shifts and amplitudes. Therefore, we
have used improved multiple-scattering FEFF6 code49 for the
phase shifts and amplitude calculations.
A preliminary report has been presented elsewhere.50
The paper is organized as follows: in Sec. II, the experimental procedure of XAFS measurements at the Se and Te K
edges in Se12x Tex is described; in Sec. III, we present data
treatment procedures, discuss the origin of several contributions to XAFS, and present the results; in Sec. IV, we compare our results with the ones from XAFS and other experimental techniques; in Sec. V, the summary of present work
and main conclusions are given.
II. EXPERIMENT

The Se12x Tex mixtures were prepared by weighing the
elements Se and Te, in convenient proportions for x values
ranging from 0 to 0.4. We used pure selenium ~Koch-light, 5
N! and pure tellurium ~Fluka, 5 N!. In order to prevent oxidation, glasses were formed by direct fusion of the pure elements in a silica tube sealed under vacuum ('1021 Pa).
The temperature is slowly raised up to 323 K above the
melting point and is kept at this temperature, typically for 24
h. Then the melt is quenched into cold water. All the samples
have been checked to be amorphous by x-ray diffraction and
differential scanning calorimetry ~Perkin-Elmer DSC7!.
The samples for XAFS measurements were finely ground
and the powder was sandwiched between many layers of
Scotch tape. The influence of the sample thickness was controlled at different compositions.
X-ray absorption spectra at the Se K edge were measured
in transmission using a standard setup of the DCI D21
~XAFS-2! beam line at LURE ~Orsay!: ring current, 350–
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250 mA; beam energy, 1.85 GeV. The experimental spectra
at three different temperatures ~26 K, 80 K, and room temperature! were measured by two ionization chambers filled
with argon. The measurements were done from 12 500 to
13 500 eV (E 0 512 658 eV) with the step 2 eV, count rate 2
s per point, and the energy resolution @half width at half
maximum ~HWHM!# being 2.5 eV @Si~311!#. A 50% rejection of harmonic was achieved by slightly detuning the two
crystals from the parallel alignment. The edge position were
reproducible to better than 0.2 eV.
The Te K-edge XAFS spectra at low ~80 K! and room
temperatures were measured in transmission mode at the
NSLS storage ring using the X11A station ~BNL, Upton!.
The electron energy was 2.5 GeV with current about 175
mA. The synchrotron radiation was monochromatized using
the Si~311! two-crystal monochromator, and its intensity was
measured by two ionization chambers containing argon gas.
The spectra were measured in the energy range 31 400–
32 500 eV (E 0 531 813 eV) with an energy step 5 eV, count
rate 2 s per point, and an energy resolution ~HWHM! equal
to about ;6eV. In the case of Te, the edge position alignment was obtained at the first inflection point. Ten independent measurements were averaged to obtain a better signalto-noise ratio.
The crystalline t-Se and t-Te with the trigonal structure
were used as reference compounds. Their XAFS was recorded under the same conditions as for glasses. Moreover,
the additional measurements of reference t-Te were done on
the Te K edge in transmission mode at the DORIS III storage
ring ~HASYLAB, Hamburg! using the Römo II XAFS station on the X1.1 wiggler beamline. A report on crystalline
t-Te has been presented elsewhere.51 We have obtained excellent agreement between two sets of measurements and
known crystallographic data.26
III. DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

The experimental data were analyzed by the XAFS data
analysis software package EDA implementing the standard
data analysis procedure with improved algorithms.44 Previously the analysis procedure was verified by Kuzmin and
Purans on disordered crystalline and amorphous systems.45,46
A brief description of the analysis procedure is given below.
The background contribution m b (E) was approximated by
a polynomial m b 5A1B/E 3 and subtracted from the experimental spectrum m (E). Further, the atomiclike contribution
m 0 (E) was calculated by a combined polynomial/cubic–
spline technique in order to have a precise removal of the
XAFS signal zero line, and finally the XAFS signal x (E)
was determined as x (E)5( m 2 m b 2 m 0 )/ m 0 . We convert
x (E) to a space of the photoelectron wave vector k, defined
as k5 A(2m/\ 2 )(E2E 0 ), where (E2E 0 ) is the photoelectron kinetic energy. The experimental XAFS signal x (k) was
multiplied by a factor k 2 to compensate the decrease of its
amplitude with the increase of the wave vector value ~see
curves in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2!.
The Fourier transforms ~FT! of the experimental XAFS
signal, with a Kaiser-Bessel window44 (A51.5) in the range
from 1.0 to 16 Å21 ~Se! and from 1.0 to 14 Å21 ~Te! are
shown in Figs. 3–5. For pure selenium (t-Se and g-Se) the
evolution of FT with the temperature ~26 K, 80 K, and RT!
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FIG. 1. Experimental XAFS x (k)k 2 spectra of the Se12x Tex
glasses at the Se K edge: low temperature ~80 K! ~a! and room
temperature ~b!. All spectra are plotted on the same vertical scale
and displaced vertically for clarity.

are presented in Fig. 3. The first peak in the FT is sharp for
crystalline and vitreous states at all temperatures. When temperature is raised the amplitude of the first-shell peak decreases due to increase of the thermal disorder. For crystalline t-Se the amplitude of the next shell peaks declines more
rapidly, while for vitreous g-Se its amplitude is much less
than in crystalline t-Se, but decreases slowly. As one can see
~Figs. 4 and 5! the magnitude of the first peak at both the Se
and Te K edges decreases and its position also shifts to
higher distances as Te content increases. Notice that all FT
presented in this paper are not corrected for the photoelectron phase shift; therefore, the positions of peaks differ from
the true values.
The previous neutron and x-ray scattering studies on the
Se12x Tex glasses have shown that the first minimum of the
radial distribution function ~RDF! above the first coordination shell is near zero;1–5 therefore, the contributions of first
coordination shell ~Se and Te! are well separated from the
next shell’s contributions in the glasses. The contributions of
first-shell atoms to the total XAFS signal were singled out by
back FT in the range 1.0–2.7 Å for Se surrounding and 1.5–
3.0 Å for Te surrounding ~see first well visible peak in Figs.
3–5!. The XAFS x (k)k 2 signal (k54.5216.0 Å21 Se and
k55.0214.0 Å21 Te! thus obtained was utilized in the
best-fit multishell analysis procedure.
The fitting procedure of the XAFS spectra was based on
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FIG. 2. Experimental XAFS x (k)k 2 spectra of the Se12x Tex
glasses at the Te K edge: low temperature ~80 K! ~a! and room
temperature ~b!. All spectra are plotted on the same vertical scale
and displaced vertically for clarity.

the single-scattering curved-wave formalism.52–55 The XAFS
x (k) was calculated using the expression

x~ k !5

N

(i kRi2i f i~ p ,k,R i ! e 22 s k sin@ 2kR i 1 f i~ p ,k,R i !# ,
2 2
i

~1!

where N i is the coordination number of the i shell, R i is the
radius of the i shell, s i is the Debye-Waller factor,
f i ( p ,k,R i ) is the backscattering amplitude of the photoelectron by atoms of the i-coordination shell, and f i ( p ,k,R i ) is
the phase shift of the photoelectron determined by central
and scattering atoms. Equation ~1! is only valid when the
radial distribution of each shell may be approximated by a
Gaussian. This restriction can be removed and Eq. ~1! modified to include asymmetric distribution.56,57 See, for example,
the XAFS analysis of amorphous and crystalline Ge.58–61 For
the results described in this work ~particularly the first coordination shell! the simple form of Eq. ~1! is adequate, and the
corrections of the distances are small.
Backscattering amplitudes f ( p ,k,R) and phases
f ( p ,k,R) were calculated by the FEFF6 code49 for clusters of
four coordination shells with the crystallographic data from
t-Se, t-Te ~Ref. 26! and model ~chemical ordered!
t-Se0.5Te0.5 compound: Se-Se1 pair (R52.37 Å), Se-Te1
pair (R52.54 Å), and Te-Te1 pair (R52.83 Å). The first-
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FIG. 3. FT modulus of the experimental XAFS x (k)k 2 ~Se K
edge! at the different temperatures: at 26 K ~solid line!; 80 K ~ long
dashed line!; room temperature ~dotted line!. ~a! a-Se and ~b! t-Se.

shell single scattering contributions are presented on Fig. 6
for the model t-Se0.5Te0.5 compound: Se(Te)-Se1 ~DW factor
0.02 Å2 ), Se-Te1 ~DW factor 0.02 Å2 ), and Te-Te1 ~DW
factor 0.03 Å2 ).
The photoelectron mean-free-path contribution was automatically included in the scattering-amplitude function by
the use of the complex Hedin-Lundqvist exchange and cor-

FIG. 4. FT modulus of the experimental XAFS x (k)k 2 of
Se12x Tex glasses at the Se K edge at ~80 K!.
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FIG. 5. FT modulus of the experimental XAFS x (k)k 2 of
Se12x Tex glasses at the Te K edge at ~80 K!.

relation potential in the scattering-amplitude calculation.49
Natural broadening was included through the core-level
width G core-hole 52.8 eV ~Se! and 11 eV ~Te!.49
The maximum number of fitting parameters is limited in
general case by the number of independent data points N ind
'2DkDR/ p 12, where Dk and DR are, respectively, the
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widths in k and R space used in the fit.62 In the case of the
first coordination shell of Se, N ind is equal to 13.7 (Dk
511.5 and DR51.6), and in the case of Te, N ind is equal to
10.6 (Dk59 and DR51.5).
The total coordination number at the Se K edge is restricted, which is assumed to be two (N 1 1N 2 52). Therefore, we used two shell models (Se-Se1 and Se-Te1 ) with
five varying parameters and the fitting parameters were distances, DW factors, and the ratio between the coordination
numbers. In comparison, we fitted the data also with the
single-shell models (Se-Se1 ) with three varying parameters
and the fitting parameters were distance, DW factor, and the
coordination number.
The coordination numbers between the two edges are constrained. Note, that the experimental data at the Te K edge
are lower quality than the good quality data at the Se K edge.
Therefore, the coordination numbers (Te-Se1 and Te-Te1 )
are calculated using the obtained coordination numbers at the
Se K edge for the same glasses: N 3 5N 2 x/(12x) and N 4
1N 3 52. At the Te K edge, we used two shell models
(Te-Se1 and Te-Te1 ) with four varying parameters and the
fitting parameters were distance and the DW factor. In comparison, we used also the single-shell models (Te-Se1 ) with
two varying parameters and the fitting parameters were distance and the DW factor.
The results of the fitting procedure for the first shell are
presented in Table I. The fitting error « is calculated by Eq.
~2! of Ref. 46.
Note that the obtained crystallographic parameters for
t-Se and t-Te are in good agreement with the x-raydiffraction data.26 In the case of the K edge of Se and Te, E 0
is located near the first inflection point. Appropriated values
for E 0 and S 20 were calibrated by fitting the low-temperature
~LT! first-shell spectra of the reference t-Se and t-Te ~the
overall amplitude reduction factor S 20 was obtained at about
S 20 51).
Based on the fitting parameters, the RDF can be reconstructed according to the equation of the sum of Gaussian
distributions,
4 pr r 2 g ~ r ! 5

(i ~ N i / A2 ps 2i ! exp@ 2 ~ r2R i ! 2 / ~ 2 s 2i !# ,
~2!

FIG. 6. Single-scattering XAFS contributions at the Se ~a! and
Te ~b! K edges calculated for the model t-Se0.5Te0.5 compound and
broadened with a DW factor of 0.002 Å2 : Se(Te)-Se1 ~dashed
line!, Se(Te)-Se1 ~dotted line!, Te-Te1 ~dotted line!, total signal
~full line!.

in which g(r) is the pair-correlation function, and r is the
atomic-number density. We used the data for vitreous selenium to calculate g(r). 39 This graphical representation ~see
Figs. 7 and 8! is useful since it takes into account not only
coordination numbers and peak positions but also DW factor
values and overlap of different shell contributions.
The composition evolution of the probability that Se and
Te atoms are distributed around a central Se atom is presented in Fig. 9. We have compared the results with a model
of chemical order and chemical disorder inside the chain.
The composition variation of Se-Se1 and Se-Te1 bond
lengths is presented in Figs. 10 and 11 at room and low
temperatures in comparison with the Inui et al.9 work for
mixture glasses at 80 K and the work of Inui and
co-workers11 for liquid mixture, as well as the work of Yang
et al.10 for amorphous thin films ~80 K!. The temperature
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TABLE I. Structural data obtained from the best-fit analysis of the Se and Te K edges XAFS in Sex Te12x @ N is the number of Se
(60.1) or Te (60.1) atoms located in the first shell of Se or Te at a distance R from the Se (60.005 Å) or Te (60.007 Å)]; s 2 is the
DW factor (610 %, while 620% on Te-Te1 ); « is the fitting error calculated by Eq. ~2! of Ref. 46.
Compound

Se K edge
LT ~80 K!

t-Se ~26 K!
t-Se
a-Se ~26 K!
a-Se
a-Se0.9Te0.1
a-Se0.8Te0.2
a-Se0.7Te0.3
a-Se0.6Te0.4

2.00
2.03
1.96
1.94
1.75
1.50
1.20
0.88
Se K edge
RT

t-Se
a-Se
a-Se0.90Te0.1
a-Se0.8Te0.2
a-Se0.7Te0.3
a-Se0.6Te0.4

N3
1.99
1.96
1.76
1.54
1.20
0.95

Te K edge
LT ~80 K!
a-Se0.9Te0.1
a-Se0.8Te0.2
a-Se0.7Te0.3
a-Se0.6Te0.4
t-Te

N3
2.00
2.00
1.90
1.65

Te K edge
RT
a-Se0.9Te0.1
a-Se0.8Te0.2
a-Se0.7Te0.3
a-Se0.6Te0.4
t-Te

N1

N3
2.0
2.0
1.9
1.65

Se-Se1
R1
~Å!
2.371
2.370
2.341
2.340
2.344
2.345
2.347
2.363
Se-Se1
R3
2.365
2.341
2.342
2.347
2.348
2.360
Te-Se1
R3
2.538
2.544
2.546
2.548

Te-Se1
R3
2.540
2.544
2.545
2.555

dependencies of first-shell DW factors of Se-Se1 , Se-Te1 ,
and Te-Te1 bonds are shown in Fig. 12.
Statistic evaluation of the results. Recently, the statistical
evaluation of XAFS results and the reliability of the theoretical standards ~phases and amplitudes generated by FEFF5
code! have been reviewed for the SS one-shell analysis.63 In
general, good agreement with crystallographic data is
achieved, with typical errors of order 0.005 Å for nearestneighbor distances R and of order 5% for the DW factors.
The observation was also done to evaluate the correlation
errors between the parameters. Two sets of variables are
strongly correlated: coordination number and DW factor and
distance and E o .
In this paper to decrease the correlation between these
parameters the total coordination number and E o are constrained ~see above!. On the other hand, the correlation be-

s 21
(Å2 )

N2

0.0017
0.0021
0.0018
0.0020
0.0020
0.0021
0.0022
0.0026

0.25
0.50
0.80
1.12

s 23

N4

0.0037
0.0036
0.0035
0.0036
0.0036
0.0040

0.24
0.46
0.80
1.05

s 23

N4

0.0023
0.0022
0.0023
0.0027

s 23
0.0038
0.0040
0.0040
0.0040

0.10
0.35
1.97

N4

0.1
0.35
2.0

Se-Te1
R2
~Å!

2.539
2.540
2.543
2.557
Se-Te1
R4

2.541
2.543
2.543
2.551
Te-Te1
R4

2.743
2.745
2.840
Te-Te1
R4

2.740
2.747
2.827

s 22
(Å2 )

« (31024 )

0.0021
0.0021
0.0021
0.0025

3.0
3.6
5.2
5.4
3.4
2.6
4.1
5.5

s 24

« (31024 )

0.0038
0.0040
0.0042
0.0042

5.6
5.1
2.9
4.4
3.7
3.6

s 24

« (31024 )

0.0017
0.0017
0.0017

3.0
1.0
1.0
2.0
12

s 24

« (31024 )

0.0040
0.0040
0.0059

8.7
2.9
1.5
2.5
2.8

tween two shell parameters can lead to additional uncertainties for the extracted XAFS parameters. Therefore, the set of
the two-shell fit is done at the Se K edge on the experimental
spectra ~LT and RT! of glasses with different composition.
In Fig. 13, the fitting errors are plotted for various values of
first-shell (Se-Se1 ) coordination numbers N 1 with constrained values of second-shell (Se-Te1 ) coordination numbers N 2 , while the DW factors are free.
To examine the significance of adding a second shell to
the XAFS analysis, the method based on F test is used.64 The
adding of the second shell in the fit is significant on the Se K
edge for all measured mixed glasses, while on the Te K edge
it is only significant above 20-at. % Te. Note, that for the
two-shell fit the total coordination number was constrained
to two. Therefore, the results of two-shell fit are presented on
the Se K edge for all mixed glasses and on the Te K edge at
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FIG. 7. Reconstructed RDF’s of the first coordination shell of
Se12x Tex glasses around Se at low temperature ~80 K!.

30- and 40-at. % Te, while at 30- and 40-at. % Te only the
results of the one-shell fit are shown.
IV. DISCUSSION

In the following, we will compare the existing structural
results of Se12x Tex glasses and liquid and disordered crystals with our XAFS results with regard to structural parameters and reconstructed Se and Te local environment. Note
that XAFS measurements of Se12x Tex glasses carried out on
both the Se and Te K edges at low and room temperatures
significantly improve the reliability of obtained structural parameters ~Tables I!.
Intrachain chemical ordering. As was previously suggested from x-ray-diffraction and Mössbauer studies, the
Se-Te bond in the solid state is stronger than the average of
the Se-Se and Te-Te bonds39,65 that is generally ascribed to a
certain amount of ionic character in the Se-Te bond.65,66 The
previous neutron-scattering experiments done by Bellissent
and Tourand4,5 on amorphous Se12x Tex were described by
the NFRC model with a completely random distribution of
Se and Te atoms in the chains and with the randomness of
the dihedral angle. Unfortunately, the lack of suitable isotopes to separate out the partial ~Se and Te! RDF’s has sig-

FIG. 8. Reconstructed RDF’s of the first coordination shell of
Se12x Tex glasses around Te at low temperature ~80 K!.
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FIG. 9. The composition evolution of the probability that Se and
Te atoms are distributed around a central Se atom. Probabilities are
the values calculated from the data at the low temperature of Table
I. Curves 1 are calculated for full chemical order, while curves 2 for
full chemical disorder. The dashed lines are guides for the eye.

nificantly limited the quantitative structural information
yielded by the previous neutron-scattering studies.4,5,47 Also
the previous XAFS results have suggested completely random distribution of atoms, at least at the Se sites.9,10 While
recently Ohmasa et al.67 and Ikawa68 claimed that the distribution of Se and Te in the lattice has not been clarified yet,
experimentally. It does not seem completely random or
regular.
The present first shell XAFS data ~see Table I! show the
evolution of the intrachain chemical ordering. The composition dependencies are calculated and presented in Fig. 9.
Curves 1 are calculated for the full chemical disorder, while
curves 2 for the full chemical order. On the curves 1 and 2
are presented the normalized coordination numbers (N i /2) of
Se-Se1 and Se-Te1 pairs, respectively. We found that the
number of Se-Te1 , Te-Se1 , and Te-Te1 bonds increases, but
the number of Se-Se1 bonds decreases more rapidly with Te
content in the glasses than would be suggested by the model

FIG. 10. The composition variation of Se-Se bond length: this
work, glasses at low ~full circle! and room ~open circle! temperatures; Inui et al. ~Ref. 9! work, glasses at 80 K ~open diamond!;
Tamura et al. ~Ref. 11! work, liquid mixture ~full triangle!; Yang
et al. ~Ref. 10! work, amorphous thin films at 80 K ~full diamond!.
The solid, dashed, and dotted lines are guides for the eye.
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FIG. 11. The composition variation of Se-Te bond length: this
work, glasses at the Se K edge at low ~full circle! and room ~open
circle! temperatures; this work, glasses at the Te K edge at low ~full
square! and room ~open square! temperatures; Inui et al. ~Ref. 9!
work, glasses at 80 K ~open diamond!; Tamura et al. ~Ref. 11!
work, liquid mixture ~full triangle!; Yang et al. ~Ref. 10! work,
amorphous thin films at 80 K ~full diamond!. The solid, dashed, and
dotted lines are guides for the eye.

of a completely random distribution of Se and Te atoms in
the chains. Therefore, we suggest that the distribution of the
Se-Te1 (Te-Se1 ) bonds shows a predominant contribution.
These results on the Se K edge are in a partial agreement,
but on the Te K edge they show discrepancies with the previous XAFS study.9,10 Yang et al.10 suggest the random distribution at the Se sites and unrandom distribution ~alternating manner! at the Te sites ~coordination number
corresponding to one Te-Te1 and one Te-Se1 pair does not
change with composition of the amorphous thin films!. Unfortunately, the DW factors values are absent in their paper.
On the other hand, Inui et al.9 have done measurements of
glasses on the Se K edge and suggest that Se and Te atoms in
the chain are randomly distributed at both sites. But also in

FIG. 12. The temperature dependence of DW factors: this work,
Se-Se1 pairs in g-Se ~full circle and full line! and in t-Se ~open
circle and dashed line!; this work, Se-Te1 pairs in g-Se12x Tex ~open
diamond and full line!; this work, Te-Te1 pairs in g-Se12x Tex ~full
triangle and full line! and in t-Te ~open triangle and dashed line!;
Tamura et al. ~Ref. 11! work, Se-Se1 in t-Se ~open square and
dotted line!.
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FIG. 13. A plot of two-shells fitting errors for various values of
first-shell (Se-Se1 ) coordination numbers N 1 with constrained values of second-shell (Se-Te1 ) coordination numbers N 2 and free DW
factors. The fittings were done at the Se K edge on the experimental
spectra ~LT! of the Sex Te12x glasses with different composition.

their work we can see remarkable deviation of the coordination number ratio from completely random distribution of
atoms ~see Fig. 10 in Ref. 9!. The obtained wide spread of
the DW factors ~see Table II in Ref. 9! that significantly
influences the values of coordination numbers reduces the
probability of their conclusion.
Intrachain bond distances. First, we confirm the previous
results7–10 ~see Fig. 10! that for the pure Se the distance
Se-Se1 along the chain reduces from 2.37 Å in t-Se crystal
to about 2.34 Å in g-Se glass, which is in good agreement
with the x-ray @2.33 Å ~Ref. 1! and 2.34 Å ~Ref. 2!# and
neutron @2.33 Å ~Ref. 1! and 2.32 Å ~Ref. 5!# scattering
experimental data.
Second, the comparison presented in Figs. 10 and 11 of
the previous @Table I ~Ref. 10! and Table II ~Ref. 9!# and
present ~see Table I! experimental XAFS results shows an
elongation of the Se-Se1 and Se-Te1 distances with the addition of Te. The Se K-edge XAFS study ~80 K! of
g-Se12x Tex glasses and isolated Se-Te mixed chains confined in the mordenite channels8,9 has shown that the Se-Se
bond of the isolated mixed chains in mordenite elongates
gradually ~2.33–2.37 Å! with the addition of Te, while the
Se-Te bond changes little. The distances in the g-Se12x Tex
glasses change in the ranges Se-Se1 ~2.34–2.39 Å! and
Se-Te1 ~2.54–2.57 Å!, but XAFS data on the Te K edge
were not available before. The XAFS study ~80 K! of amorphous Se12x Tex thin films has been developed on both the
Se and Te K edges10 and it has shown three bond types:
Se-Se1 ~2.34–2.37 Å!, Se-Te1 ~2.57–2.59 Å!, and Te-Te1
bonds ~2.72 Å!. The authors suggest that an introduction of
more Te leads to longer bonds of Se-Se1 and Se-Te1 , while
the Te-Te1 bond does not change with the composition. The
temperature-dependence XAFS study of liquid l-Se12x Tex
mixtures,11 has shown that the Se-Se1 bond elongates with
increasing Te concentration, but the Se-Te1 bond and the
Te-Te1 ~short-type! bond lengthens slightly with increasing
Te content. But as can see from Table 6 of Ref. 11 these
changes are very small in the selenium-rich range of
Se12x Tex mixtures: Se-Se1 ~2.33–2.34 Å!, Se-Te1 ~2.53 Å!,
and Te-Te1 ~2.75 Å!. The authors suggest two types of
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Te-Te1 bonds: a short one at 2.74–2.76 Å and long one at
2.92–2.97 Å.
The present analysis of the distances ~see Figs. 10 and 11!
shows a small elongation with Te content with the composition Se0.7Te0.3 : ~i! Se-Se1 from 2.340 Å to 2.347 Å, that is
in agreement with the previous results; ~ii! Se-Te1 (Te-Se1 )
from 2.540 Å to 2.545 Å, that is in partial agreement with
the previous results; and ~iii! Te-Te1 from 2.725 Å to 2.740
Å. As for us, we observed that the distances in glasses suddenly increase with the composition Se0.6Te0.4 up to 2.360 Å
(Se-Se1 ), 2.550 Å (Se-Te1 ,Te-Se1 ) and 2.745 Å (Te-Te1 ).
Probably these results are related to a more ordered structure
in the glasses near the stoichiometric composition. As can
see from Fig. 10, a general agreement is obtained between
the all measurements of Se-Se1 distances in noncrystalline
solids. With the addition of Te is observed the increasing
discrepancy that may imply the sensitivity of structure to the
preparation conditions near the crystallization boundary and
near the stoichiometric composition. On the other hand, only
partial agreement is obtained with the previous results concerning the Se-Te1 distances.
t-Se and t-Te crystals are good reference compounds for
the Se-Se1 and Te-Te1 pairs, respectively, while for Se-Te1
and Te-Se1 pairs a good reference compound is absent (AsI3
is not a good reference compound for the Te-Se1 pair!; that
explains why the observed discrepancy is greater for the
Se-Te1 pair than for the Se-Se1 pair. Moreover, in the previous articles an Se12x Tex mixtures the XAFS results have
been analyzed using McKale et al.48 or empirical10 phase
shifts and amplitudes. Therefore, we have used the improved
multiple-scattering FEFF6 code49 for the phase shifts and amplitude calculations. The present experimental data have additional experimental evidence: the independent measurements on both the Se and Te K edges at low and room
temperatures coincide completely ~see Table I! in the error
bar of the measurements that significantly improve the reliability of obtained structural parameters.
The recent XAFS study of a liquid l-Se12x Tex mixtures11
has shown the same, as in present study, increase of Se-Se1
and Se-Te1 distances in the selenium-rich range. We suggest
that the observed difference ~see Figs. 10 and 11! is due to
the different temperature of measurements ~glasses at 80 K
and liquids at 673–773 K! and probably also due to a cumulant correction that must be included at high temperature
with greater DW factors. See, for example, the cumulant
analysis of the XAFS data of amorphous and crystalline Ge
done by Dalba and co-workers58,59
The first question concerns why for the first coordination
shell of Se and Te the distances along the chain reduce from
2.37 Å (Se-Se1 ) and 2.83 Å (Te-Te1 ) in trigonal crystals
t-Se and t-Te to about 2.34 Å (Se-Se1 ) and 2.73 Å (Te-Te1 )
in glasses and amorphous thin films.7–10 For Se-Te1 pairs the
distance along the chain also reduces from 2.61 Å in the
mixed crystals to about 2.54 Å in glasses and amorphous thin
films.7–10 Note that the difference of distances in the crystalline and amorphous states progressively increases from 0.03
Å (Se-Se1 ) to 0.07 Å (Se-Te1 ) and up to 0.1 Å (Te-Te1 ).
Therefore, the intrachain bonds are stronger for the amorphous state than for the trigonal crystalline state, as is also
manifested by vibrational spectroscopy for a-Se. 14,15,69 Usu-
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ally it was suggested from the study of isolated Se12x Tex
chains in mordenite channels that the covalent intrachain
bonds become stronger and shorter when the interchain interaction is reduced.8,9 Also, for amorphous Se it is suggested that the interchain interaction is weaker than in
t-Se. 8,9
The second question concerns why the intrachain distances elongate as Te content increases. Semiempirical
model studies of electronic and lattice structures of Se12x Tex
chains have explained the observed increase of the bond
lengths as Te content increases.70 By replacing Se with Te
atoms in the chain the charge transfer occurs in a larger
extent from Te so that the lengths of the bonds receiving the
charge transfer become longer. On the other hand, there is
another more popular explanation possible.9,71 It is known
from x-ray-diffraction measurements that the ratio of the
nearest interchain distance to the intrachain covalent bonds
length is 1.21 for t-Te and 1.45 for t-Se. 26 This suggests that
the interchain bonding is stronger in t-Te than in t-Se. When
Se atoms are substituted by Te atoms, the interchain bonding
is expected to strengthen, which results in a decrease of the
interchain bond strength.9,71 In spite of the lack of the interchain interaction in single helical chains in linear mordenite
channels, the bond lengths (Se-Se1 and Se-Te1 ), as well as
the Mössbauer parameters, vary similar to those in the
Se12x Tex glasses; therefore, the authors have suggested an
additional intrachain interaction with a charge transfer governs the process.71
Intrachain thermal and structural disorder. The first-shell
DW factors of Se-Se1 and Se-Te1 (Te-Se1 ) bonds show a
similar temperature behavior, while Te-Te1 bonds show a
slightly different behavior ~see Table I and Fig. 12!. In the
error bar of measurements the DW factors are independent of
the glasses composition. As is usual for amorphous
systems,59 we supposed that the difference between DW factors in amorphous and crystalline states at low temperature
gives the structural contribution to the width of the distribution, while a temperature dependence gives the thermal contribution in Se12x Tex glasses. Moreover, the temperature dependence of the DW factors gives a measure of the effective
bond-stretching force constant between absorber and backscatterer atoms.58,59 Obviously, to compare the thermal disorder of vitreous and crystalline states we must take into
account that these intrachain bonds are a little stronger in
glasses than in the reference trigonal crystals @see the
Se-Se1 , Se-Te1 , and Te-Te1 distances in Table I and the
stretching modes for Se-Se1 ~Refs. 14,15 and 20–22!#.
Therefore, we suppose a small decrease of thermal contribution to the total DW factor for the Se-Se1 bond and a greater
decrease for Se-Te1 , and Te-Te1 bonds in accordance with
the reduction of the distances in the amorphous state.
First, the DW factors of Se-Se1 , and Se-Te1 (Te-Se1 ) at
low ~80 K! temperature are about 0.002020.0026 Å2 and
increase with the temperature up to a 0.003520.0042 Å2
value for the glasses and for the crystals ~see Table I!. Therefore, we suggest that thermal disorder gives the main contribution to the DW factors of Se-Se1 , and Se-Te1 (Te-Se1 )
pairs at room as well as at low temperatures.
Second, the DW factors of the Te-Te1 bonds at low temperature are about 0.0017 Å2 for the glasses as well as for
the crystalline t-Te and the factors increase with the tempera-
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next-nearest-neighbors contribution. The recent ab initio
molecular-dynamics study with gradient correction to the
LDA of liquid Se ~570 K and higher temperatures! improves
the agreement with scattering experiments, except in the region of the first minimum ~2.9 Å!.24
Present XAFS measurements on the Se K edge are more
sensitive than the previous x-ray and neutron-scattering
experiments1–5 because of the higher values of momentum
transfer.
V. SUMMARY

FIG. 14. A comparison of present XAFS pair-correlation function ~first shell! of pure Se glasses at room temperature ~full line!
with the x-ray ~Ref. 2! ~long-dashed line! and neutron ~Ref. 5!
~short-dashed line! scattering experimental data at room temperature and with the molecular-dynamics simulation ~Ref. 23! of amorphous ~350 K! selenium ~dotted line!.

ture up to 0.0059 Å2 for the crystalline t-Te, while for the
glasses the DW factor values increase only up to 0.0040 Å2
~see Table I!.
Moreover, this contribution must be greater than the difference between the DW factors of the glasses and the reference crystals because we suggest that these bonds are
stronger in glasses than in trigonal crystals. That can also
explain why for the Te-Te1 bond in the glasses the change of
the DW factor values with temperature is smaller.
As we have noticed before, relatively little was known
about the intrachain and interchain next nearest neighbors in
the Se12x Tex glasses, as the situation is sufficiently complicated in pure amorphous selenium, with strong overlap of
intrachain and interchain contributions in the pair-correlation
functions ~see Fig. 14!. Previous x-ray and neutron-scattering
experiments1–5,23 on a-Se show above the first peak at 2.34
Å a smooth increase of amplitude above 3 Å up to the peak
at 3.6–3.8 Å with the total ~intrachain and interchain! coordination number at about 6–7 ~see a summary of the data in
Table I in Ref. 23!. The ab initio molecular-dynamics study
based on the local density approximation ~LDA! of amorphous Se at 350 K shows the first sharp peak at 2.37 Å, the
second broad peak at 2.8–3.5 Å, and the third peak at 3.6–
3.8 Å. The results are in agreement with x-ray and neutronscattering data, except in the region ~2.8–3.5 Å! of interchain
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